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Abstract 

Background 

Recently, it has been discovered that the human genome contains many transcription start 

sites for non-coding RNA. Regulatory regions related to transcription of this non-coding 

RNAs are poorly studied. Some of these regulatory regions may be associated with CpG 

islands located far from transcription start-sites of any protein coding gene. The human 

genome contains many such CpG islands; however, until now their properties were not 

systematically studied. 

Results 

We studied CpG islands located in different regions of the human genome using methods 

of bioinformatics and comparative genomics. We have observed that CpG islands have a 

preference to overlap with exons, including exons located far from transcription start site, 

but usually extend well into introns. Synonymous substitution rate of CpG-containing 

codons becomes substantially reduced in regions where CpG islands overlap with 

protein-coding exons, even if they are located far downstream from transcription start 

site. CAGE tag analysis displayed frequent transcription start sites in all CpG islands, 

including those found far from transcription start sites of protein coding genes. 

Computational prediction and analysis of published ChIP-chip data revealed that CpG 

islands contain an increased number of sites recognized by Sp1 protein. CpG islands 

containing more CAGE tags usually also contain more Sp1 binding sites. This is 
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especially relevant for CpG islands located in 3' gene regions. Various examples of 

transcription, confirmed by mRNAs or ESTs, but with no evidence of protein coding 

genes, were found in CAGE-enriched CpG islands located far from transcription start site 

of any known protein coding gene. 

Conclusions 

CpG islands located far from transcription start sites of protein coding genes have 

transcription initiation activity and display Sp1 binding properties. In exons, overlapping 

with these islands, the synonymous substitution rate of CpG containing codons is 

decreased. This suggests that these CpG islands are involved in transcription initiation, 

possibly of some non-coding RNAs. 
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Background 

Most mammalian DNA is depleted with CpG dinucleotides [1] whose fraction in a 

mammalian genome is close to 0.2-0.25 of the value expected from presupposition of 

random distribution [2]. The shortage of genomic CpG dinucleotides is believed to be the 

consequence of frequent mutation of 
m

CpG to TpG dinucleotides [1] [3] [4] [5]. 

Nevertheless, some mammalian genomic segments called CpG islands (CGIs) [3] possess 

a high G+C content, with a frequency of CpG close to the expected value. In 

bioinformatics, CGIs are usually defined as DNA segments that are longer than 200 bp, 

have above 50% G+C content, and have a CpG frequency of at least 0.6 of that expected 

assuming letters at each sequence position occurring independently at random with the 

given composition [3]. The number of CGIs varies substantially in different vertebrate 

species [4]. There are about 50,200 such CGIs in the human genome, of which 

approximately 29,000 are in repeat-masked sequences [5].  

The increased number of CpG sites in CGIs is often correlated with low 

methylation of cytosine in CpG dinucleotides [6] [7] [8] [9]. This effect is usually 

explained by postulating protection of these sites from DNA methyltransferase by 

abundant and commonly utilized DNA binding proteins including Sp1 [10], E2F [11], 

CTCF [12] and others. The Sp1 protein is particularly strongly implicated in CGI 

functioning. Gardiner-Garden and Frommer observed [3] that CGIs contain many "G/C 

boxes", composed of the sequence GGGCGG, demonstrated to act as binding sites for the 

Sp1 transcription factor [13]. Later, it was found that Sp1 can bind to both methylated 

and non-methylated variants of this binding site [14], and can protect non-methylated 
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sites from methylation [10].  

In his recent study Rozenberg et al. [15] demonstrated that binding sites of several 

regulatory proteins, including Sp1, contain a CpG pair and play an important role in the 

formation of sequences of mouse promoters which regulate the expression of 

housekeeping genes. This suggests that CGIs overlapping with promoters of 

housekeeping genes are related to their transcription initiation. According to [16] 60% of 

widely expressed human genes and up to 40% of tissue-specific genes are associated with 

CpG islands. It has been shown lately that 72% of all promoters have high CpG content, 

and only 28% are in the class with low CpG content [17]. 

CGIs located near 5’ region of known genes account for only a fraction of all 

CGIs in the genome (about 25% for CGIs longer than 500bp in the HOVERGEN 

compilation [18], and about 50% according to our estimations, see below). Although 

many non-5’ associated CGIs overlap with repeats [18] [19], many do not [18] [20], but 

instead are frequently positioned 3' to known genes, overlapping with final transcribed 

exons [3] [20]. Amazingly, CGIs located in these 3' regions have attracted almost no 

interest, even though these CGIs were mentioned in the publication that initially coined 

the term “CpG island” [3]. More recently, computational approaches have also identified 

intragenic CGIs that overlap neither TSS nor final exons [20], although function of these 

CGIs have not yet been assessed. 

CGIs not associated with 5’ region of any gene can perform important biological 

functions. For instance, a C-to-T substitution in CGI encompassing parts of exon 15 and 

intron 15 of UBA1 affects expression of this gene [21]. A CGI located within intron 10 of 

KCNQ1 and associated with an oppositely-oriented RNA transcript is involved in 
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imprinting (paternal repression) of its locus [22]. Imprinting of MAP3K12 gene is 

associated with differential methylation of a CGI located in its last exon [23]. Many CpG 

islands are located near the 3' ends of genes associated with cancer development [24]. 

The main objective of this work was to study properties of CGIs located far from 

TSS of protein coding genes. We demonstrated that substantial selection pressure is 

applied to CpG pairs in CGIs independently from CGI location in the reference to gene 

starts locations, which implies functional importance of CpG pairs.  We assumed with 

[15] that most of CGIs are involved in transcription initiation, thus one of our objectives 

was to study transcriptional activity of CGIs, particularly of CGIs located far from 5’ 

regions of any protein coding gene. To do this we used Cap Analysis Gene Expression 

(CAGE) tags identified in the FANTOM project [25] [26]. We also assessed the 

representation of binding motifs recognized by regulatory factor Sp1 in CGIs located in 

5', 3' and internal gene regions, as well as out of any known genes. In addition, we re-

analyzed the published ChIP-chip data on Sp1 binding in chromosomes 21-22 and 

compared Sp1 binding preferences in DNA not overlapping with CGIs as well as in CGIs 

located in different gene segments and out of any genes. Fraction of non-5’ CGI strongly 

enriched with CAGE tags was studied with special care; we observed substantial 

overrepresentation of probably strong Sp1 binding sites in such CGIs and collected 

known reports of transcription starts sites of long non-coding RNAs associated with such 

CGIs. 
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Results 

CGIs tend to overlap protein coding exons 

Tendency of CGIs to overlap with exons has been observed many times at limited data 

sets  [16] [27] [28]. As the first step of our study we decided to give a quantitative 

estimation of this tendency separately for exons and introns located in different gene 

regions. Exons and introns were categorized according to their location within the gene 

(see Methods). For exons and introns from each category the total length of overlap with 

CGIs was calculated. We used Monte Carlo simulations to assess the statistical 

significance of the observed total overlap length. A round of simulation was performed as 

follows. Exons (introns) were located as in the human genome and “CGIs” were sampled. 

Intervals between CGIs were sampled from the interval distribution evaluated from the 

genome, whereas the lengths of “CGIs” were shuffled length of genuine CGIs. The total 

overlap between exons (introns) and “CGIs” was calculated. Then the whole procedure 

was repeated with switched CGI and exon sets, i.e. the annotated CGIs and “simulated 

exons (introns)” were taken. For each category of gene elements such simulations were 

repeated 10,000 times and the observed values of exon (intron) overlapping with CGIs 

were normalized for the average simulated values.  

Figure 1 shows that for all categories of exons (except 3’ UTR exons) the fraction 

of their overlapping with CGIs is greater than the similar fraction for corresponding 

introns. Overlapping with CGIs is greatest for 5’UTRs and first coding exons. This 

happens because CGIs associated with promoter regions are usually longer than 1 Mb and 

often extended into 5’ UTRs and further downstream into the coding region. Yet, the 
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observed tendency of internal and especially of terminal exons to overlap with CGIs 

cannot be explained this way. 

Frequent overlapping of CGIs with exons cannot be explained as misinterpretation 

of GC-rich exons as CGIs 

It is known that exons are usually more GC-rich than introns [29]. At the same time, the 

algorithm for CGI computational identification uses the increased C+G content of a test 

DNA segment as one of the CGI conditions. On the other hand, a CG-rich exon can have 

an increased number of CpG dinucleotides owing to its specific amino acid composition, 

e.g. many arginine codons. Therefore, this exon would be misidentified as CGI, and 

many such events would explain an increased overlapping between CGIs and exons. 

A more interesting alternative explanation of frequent overlapping of CGIs with 

exons is that it is caused by the common preferences of both segments to be located in 

some particular DNA regions. In this case the terminal intron segments that are close to 

exons would also overlap with CGIs more frequently than internal segments of long 

introns. To test this, we selected 200 bp intron fragments adjacent to donor and acceptor 

splice sites. As in the previous section, we used Monte Carlo simulations to assess 

expectation of the observed overall overlap lengths. 

Figure 1 shows the normalized intersection of CGIs with the terminal regions of 

introns. One can see that the normalized overall overlapping of intron terminal regions 

with CGIs is more similar to the values for CGI overlapping with exons than to the values 

for CGI overlapping with the internal segments of introns. Table 1 also shows that CGI 

overlapping with internal segments of introns is less likely than CGI overlapping with 

randomly positioned intervals of the same length. Therefore, CGIs have some tendency to 
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avoid being buried within introns. This agrees better with the tendency that both exons 

and CGIs exhibit a preference to occupy the same DNA regions with yet unknown 

properties and CGIs overlapping with exons often extend significantly into introns. 

In all gene regions synonymous substitution rates of codons that contain CpG 

dinucleotides are lower in exons overlapping with CGIs than in exons not 

overlapping with CGIs 

The analysis above demonstrates CGI function is probably carried on at the level of 

nucleic acids. Therefore CGI presence can affect synonymous substitution rate for codons 

that overlap with CGIs. To test this, we compared synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous 

(dN) substitution rates in human-mouse alignments for codons overlapping and non-

overlapping with CGIs. Exons located in different parts of genes were considered 

separately. The substitution rates were calculated for all codons and separately for codons 

containing CpG, GpC, ApG and GpA dinucleotides. The results are presented in Table 2 

and Figure 2, 3 and 4. 

The nonsynonymous substitution rate for codons containing CpG dinucleotides 

was very similar to that for other codons and depended only weakly on the overlapping 

with CGIs (Figure 2). The main factor affecting rates of nonsynonymous substitutions is 

the codon location near one of the gene termini. Figure 2 shows “V”-shaped dN plots for 

all the codons outside of CGIs, which indicates that internal exons are less variable than 

both terminal exons. This effect may be related to the increased protein variability at the 

N and C termini. At the same time, codons overlapping with CGIs show almost equal dN 

for the internal and the final exons. Thus, proteins coded by genes having a CGI at their 

3' end are generally more conserved at their C end. 
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In contrast, synonymous substitution rates calculated for codons containing CpG 

dinucleotides were different from those for other codons and dramatically depended on 

their overlapping with CGIs (Table 2 and Figure 3). Generally, for codons with CpG 

dinucleotides overlapping with CGI resulted in dS decrease approximately two-fold 

(Table 2 and Figure 3). For codons that did not contain CpG the effect of CGI on dS was 

much smaller. This effect did not depend on the gene region: a CGI overlapping with a 

5’, intragenic or 3’ exon had a similar effect on dS, reducing the synonymous substitution 

rates of CpG containing codons by 49%, 40% and 37%, respectively. 

Figure 4 shows the dN/dS ratio which reflects the selection pressure at the protein 

level [30]. For codons that do not contain CpG the dN/dS ratios are almost identical for 

codons that do overlap and don’t overlap with CGIs. Thus, it appears that selection at the 

protein level for non CpG-containing codons inside or outside of CGIs is practically the 

same. For CpG-containing codons one can see that the dN/dS ratios calculated for codons 

overlapping and not overlapping with CGIs are substantially different, and both ratios are 

much lower (red and light green curve, Figure 4), which indicates a comparatively greater 

stabilizing selection at such codons at the protein level.  

The observation that CpG containing codons have lower dS when they overlap 

with CGIs gives additional evidence that amino acid composition (e.g. abundance of 

arginine) cannot explain the abundance of CpG dinucleotides and the frequent overlap of 

CGIs and exons. Function of CGI indeed seems to be more related to DNA or RNA. 

Enrichment of CGIs with CAGE tags 

In the previous sections we have demonstrated that in exons located far downstream from 

TSSs and overlapping with CGIs the synonymous substitution rate of CpG-containing 
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codons is reduced. In addition, CGIs found far downstream from TSS often overlap with 

exons, but such CGIs are unlikely to be the misrecognized exons. Assuming that 5’ 

related CGI are involved into transcription initiation [15] [17] we have investigated if 

CGIs located in other genome regions also participate in transcription initiation. To test 

this suggestion we have studied association of computationally identified CGIs with 

transcription start sites as identified by CAGE tagging [25] [26]. For our analysis we 

categorized CGIs into 4 non-overlapping classes: (1) 5’ CGIs; (2) intragenic CGIs; (3) 3’ 

CGIs; and (4) intergenic CGIs (see Methods, CGI classes). The number of CGI classes 

is smaller than the number of gene elements because the same CGI can often overlap with 

several gene elements, e.g. 5’ UTR, the initial coding exon, the first intron, and 

sometimes other exons as well as downstream located introns.  

CAGE tags exhibit a clear tendency to cluster within all classes of CGIs (Table 3). 

CGIs occupying about 0.7% of the entire genome contain more than 48% of all CAGE 

tags. About 70% of all CGIs contain at least one CAGE tag. In average 5’, intragenic, 3’, 

and intergenic CGIs contain respectively one CAGE tag per 20, 203, 172, and 86 base 

pairs as compared to the average genome CAGE frequency of 1 tag per 1,891 bp The 

frequency of CAGE tags in these CGIs is respectively 95-, 9-, 22-, and 11-fold greater 

than in the genome in average respectively with CGI class. A 5’ CGI contains in average 

44 CAGE tags; the number of CAGE tags in other classes of CGIs is 7- and 11-fold 

smaller.  

As it was already reported in [31] CAGE tags tend to form dense clusters in 5’ 

CGIs. CGIs located elsewhere contain much less CAGE tags than 5' CGIs, but, 

interestingly, some intragenic, 3’ or intergenic CGIs contain clusters of CAGE tags with 
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the number and the density of CAGE tags comparable with those found in CAGE clusters 

in 5’ CGIs. Additional file 1 contains intragenic and 3’ CGIs that have greater than 40 

CAGE tags per a CGI (which approximately corresponds to the average number of 

CAGE tags per 5’ CGI). 3’ CGIs usually contain more CAGE tags than intragenic CGIs. 

In some sense this agrees with the tendency of CGIs to overlap with the final coding exon 

rather than with internal exons.  

Not only 5’CGIs, but also 3’, intragenic and intergenic CGIs are enriched with Sp1 

binding sites  

Authors of [15] reported that CGIs overlapping mouse promoters of housekeeping genes 

contained an increased number of binding sites for different transcription regulatory 

factors, in particular Sp1, ETS, and NRF-1. Since binding of Sp1 is well studied with 

experimental methods, we decided to assess Sp1 binding in CGIs of different localization 

relative to known genes. We used both bioinformatics methods of identification of Sp1 

recognition motifs in DNA sequence as well as re-assessment of the published 

experimental data. 

CGIs were scanned for presence of Sp1 factor binding sites using a positional 

weight matrix (PWM) constructed from experimental data from the TRANSFAC 

database. We selected a threshold that identified 90% of Sp1 binding sequences from our 

experimentally confirmed training set (see Methods). To evaluate the representation of 

Sp1 binding sites in CGIs, we calculated the P-value (see Methods) for each CGI, i.e. the 

probability of a random sequence of the same length and the same dinucleotide content to 

contain at least this number of Sp1 occurrences. This P-value was calculated with the 

help of the AhoPro program [32]. We compared results obtained for different CGI 
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classes. 

Figure 5 shows that for any PWM threshold, there are more Sp1 binding sites 

found in all types of CGIs including all non 5’ CGI groups than in GC-rich control set. 

Although 5’ CGIs contain more Sp1 binding sites than any CGIs, highly significant Sp1 

hits (Figure 5, left) are represented to a similar degree in 3’ and intergenic CGIs. 

Intragenic CGIs contain less Sp1 sites. For Sp1 sites of an intermediate quality, intergenic 

CGIs contain substantially more Sp1 binding sites than CGIs of any other class except for 

5’ CGIs.  

It is noteworthy that CGIs containing more than 40 CAGE tags contain a much 

more high scoring Sp1 recognition motifs than CGIs without evidence of high 

transcription activity (Figure 5), independently from their localization in relation to 

genes. Surprisingly, the greatest overrepresentation of high-scoring Sp1 recognition 

motifs sites is characteristic for 3’ CGIs with more than 40 CAGE tags, but not for 5’ 

CGI enriched with CAGE. 

ChIP-chip data indicate that Sp1 factors tend to bind within CGIs 

For further validation of Sp1 protein binding within CGIs, data on Sp1 transcription 

factor binding sites, experimentally assessed with ChIP-chip technology and published in 

[33] were analyzed. Cawley et al. detected frequent Sp1 binding sites far from 5’ regions 

of any gene. We used their data to justify that Sp1 protein binds preferably within CpG 

islands regardless of their location in relation to genes.  

Sp1 binding regions published in [33] are usually longer than 1kB, which is 

significantly longer than many CGIs, especially those located far from TSS of genes. The 

authors of [33] used an extensive filtration procedure, which can lead to a high false 
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negative rate, to limit their results to binding sites frequently occupied with Sp1. 

Therefore, the raw data were re-analyzed to allow comparison between ChIP signals 

within CGIs and those in other DNA segments. Additionally ChIP signals within CGIs 

located in different gene segments were examined. 

Figure 6 shows that signals of probes located within all types of CGIs are greater 

for Sp1 antibody treated samples than for the corresponding signals of control (the 

untreated input) samples. In contrast it is not possible to observe such a difference in non-

CGI DNA. One can see that the control (untreated input) and the Sp1 antibody treated 

sample signals measured at tags overlapping with different CGI classes correlate, which 

is probably related to the increase in hybridization specificity with G and C content [34]. 

The distribution is highly skewed so the average in all cases is higher than the median. 

However, with one exception of intergenic CGIs, both the mean and the median of 

Affimetrix perfect match probe (PM) value distributions for Sp1 antibody treated samples 

are greater than the values of corresponding characteristics for control samples. 

Figure 7 shows the median of the signal ratios for the treatment and the control 

calculated for each tag. This value is presented for different CGI classes as well as for 

non-CGI DNA. All ratios are almost equal to one. As one can see from Figure 7 the 

binding signal of Sp1 is the greatest in CGIs located near 5’ gene region; it is lesser in 

intergenic and 3’ CGIs region and is missing in non-CGI DNA. 

Since the difference between medians of hybridization signals for the input and 

the treated samples was in all cases very small we tested whether this difference was 

statistically significant using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistics. Table 4 shows the 

P-values of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistics calculated for the input and the 
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treated samples for different classes of CGIs. The test indicates that for all classes of 

CGIs the distribution of signal values from the Sp1 antibody treaded samples differ 

significantly (alpha=5%) from the distribution of signal values of the corresponding 

control samples. In contrast the difference in non-CGI DNA is not significant.  

We also compared Sp1/input ratios between different classes of CGIs using 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistics. Table 5 shows that signal ratios from tags 

overlapping with CGIs of all types are significantly different from those in non-CGI 

DNA. 

Non-5’ CGIs with multiple CAGE tags are often associated with transcription starts 

sites of long RNAs for which no encoded proteins are known 

We have explored if there are known transcripts associated with non-5’-CGIs enriched 

with CAGE tags. Table 6 demonstrates that 14 of 22 3’ CGIs containing more then 40 

CAGE tags are associated with a start of at least one potential coding gene from NCBI 

Reference Sequences (RefSeq). The corresponding value for intergenic CGIs is only 2 

from 30. Other 8 of 22 3’ CGIs and 28 of 30 intergenic CGIs also overlap with starts of 

long transcripts but without any evidence of a coded protein or at least a long ORF. To be 

exact, 5 3’ CGIs and 18 intergenic CGIs contain start sites of mRNAs recorded in 

GeneBank. It should be mentioned that not all mRNAs in GeneBank are confirmed to 

code any protein; sometimes such RNAs only demonstrate mRNA properties, like having 

cap, polyA-tail or splicing. Therefore the mRNA database from GeneBank is likely to 

contain a fraction of long potentially non-coding RNAs. The remaining 3 3’CGIs and 10 

intergenic CGIs contain start sites of spliced or unspliced ESTs.  For CGIs containing 

from 20 to 40 CAGE tags the situation changes dramatically. In this case 29 of 41 3’ 
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CGIs contain starts of known long RNAs with no demonstrated protein-coding activity, 

whereas only 14 3’CGIs contain starts of protein-coding genes maintained in the RefSeq 

database. From all intragenic CGIs with 20-40 CAGE tags only 1 contains a start of a 

protein-coding gene and other 43 contain starts of mRNAs (or mRNA-like RNA) and 

ESTs. Thus, a substantial fraction of CAGE-enriched non 5‘CGIs contains TSSs of long 

RNA showing no evidence of any encoded protein; this is especially true for CGIs with 

20-40 CAGE tags.  

The total number of 3’ and intragenic CGI with more then 40 CAGE tags is rather 

small: 22 and 30 respectively. Decreasing the threshold for CAGE tags per CGI to 20-40 

leads to 41 3’ CGI and 44 intragenic CGIs. However, the number of highly CAGE-

enriched non 5’ CGIs is not large enough to render a convincing statistical significance 

value.  

 

Discussion  

In this study we tried to systematically assess properties of CpG islands that are found far 

from transcription start sites of protein coding genes. About 43% of all CGIs belong to 

this class. Our study of CGIs which overlap with exons demonstrates that stabilizing 

selection protects CpG pairs located in CGIs from substitutions which do not affect the 

encoded amino acid sequence. We observed that many CGIs that are found far from TSS 

overlap with CAGE tags and thus participate in transcription; furthermore, highly CAGE-

enriched CGIs are bound by transcription regulatory factor Sp1 with remarkably high 

significance. Although function of CGIs is still disputed, there is growing evidence that 
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CGIs located near gene starts participate in transcription regulation [15] [17] [35]. Our 

finding allowed us to suggest that many CGIs that are found far from the start of any 

known protein coding gene are also participate in transcription.  

 As we have demonstrated, many such CGIs often overlap with exons, particularly 

the terminal gene exons. Many CGIs are located within a gene but far downstream from 

TSS (see Table 3).The aggregated number of genes with CGIs near their 3' end is 

estimated at 5 – 10%. Interestingly, it was observed recently [36] that some genes in 

human T-cells have an uncommon methylation pattern with a decreased methylation level 

observed near both gene termini. 

We have detected many intergenic CGIs (see Table 3). It is known that UCSC 

browser table Knowngenes contains only highly verified genes, and excludes some genes 

with low justification scores. Based on our analysis, some CGIs considered in this study 

as intergenic may be related to these yet unverified genes.  

CGIs located far downstream from TSS protect synonymous codon positions from 

substitutions very similar as do CGIs located near gene starts. A CGI is thought to reduce 

the CpG mutation rate by protecting DNA from methylation. On the other hand, CGIs 

probably contain many binding sites for transcription factors that overlap CpG 

dinucleotides [15]. Such binding can also increase conservation of CpG dinucleotides by 

applying stabilizing selection at nucleotide level that preserves functional binding sites. 

The decreased mutation rate and the purifying selective pressure would contribute to 

reduction of the substitution rate in CpG dinucleotides within CGIs (see Figure 8). This 

probably explains why the synonymous substitution rate in CpG containing codons in 

exon segments overlapping with CGIs becomes lower than that in exons not overlapping 
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with CGIs. This effect is observed in all gene regions, 5' as well as 3' or intragenic, which 

supports the functional role of CGIs located in regions other than gene 5'. 

The selection directed to maintain CGI sequence properties is not strong enough 

to overcome a strong selection at protein level applied to non-synonymous substitutions. 

The non-synonymous substitution rate differs only weakly for codons overlapping and 

non-overlapping with CGIs. However, the dN/dS ratio for CpG containing codons not 

overlapping with CGIs is much smaller than for codons overlapping with CGIs. This fact 

indicates that in this case selection at the protein level needs to be stronger to 

counterbalance the higher mutation rate.  

The evolutionary distance between human and mouse is rather large, with the 

approximate sequence divergence for these species close to 0.5 substitutions for a 

neutrally evolving site [37]. This value agrees very well with the dS values observed for 

codons that do not contain CpG. However, dS values for CpG containing codons are about 

twice as large as those for other codons. This is much less than the approximate ten-fold 

increase of mutation rate [38]. The possible explanation may come from the effect 

suggested by Kondrashov et. al. [39]. The idea is that hypermutable CpG dinucleotides 

[40] at neutral and pseudoneutral sites are likely to be destroyed by mutations and 

unlikely to be found in the alignment of human and mouse [41] [42] [43]. Those CpG 

dinucleotides that remain aligned in human and mouse genomes are likely to be stabilized 

by selection pressure of a different nature. Thus, even CpG dinucleotides that do not 

overlap with CpG islands at synonymous positions may be stabilized with some selection 

of yet unknown type. Interestingly, Bock et al [44] who specifically identified CGIs 

related to chromatin epigenetic state observed that about 90% of such islands overlapped 
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with highly conserved DNA elements, including at least 20% of CGIs that did not overlap 

with TSS. 

Although CGI overlap with disproportionally large number of CAGE tags (about 

a half of total CAGE tags are found within CGIs) many intragenic, intergenic, and gene 

terminal CGIs overlap with a small number of CAGE tags or with no CAGE tags at all. 

However, we believe, that FANTOM database can have some functional transcription 

starts missing.  

First, CAGE tags were mapped at the repeat-masked human genome, thus 

excluding so-called “GC-rich low-complexity regions” and simple repeats such as 

(CCCCG)n. Many CGIs contain such low complexity regions, and CAGE tags in these 

regions were excluded from our analysis. It is important to note that even a simple repeat 

such as (CCCCG)n can probably operate as functional Sp1 site (see Figure 9), and thus 

may play a role in CGI functioning. It is noteworthy that many computationally identified 

CGIs overlap with Alu repeats [18], therefore we did not filter out such CGIs, 

considering that they would only reduce the effect but not create an artifact.  

Second, CAGE tags found in FANTOM database are obtained only in a number 

of tissues. CGIs located in 5' gene regions are usually found at starts of broadly expressed 

housekeeping genes [15]. Transcripts from TSS tagged in 3' regions of known genes 

could be tissue specific. Since the number of tissues studied is limited, the number of 

tagged TSS should be less than that in 5' gene regions.  

The suggested role of non-5’ CGIs in transcription initiation agrees with the 

excessive Sp1 binding in CGIs. The observation that Sp1 binding sites are often present 

in CGIs is not new [10]. It is noteworthy that CGIs enriched with CAGE tags contain 
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more high-scoring Sp1 recognition motifs (Figure 5). Abundant Sp1 binding in gene 3’ or 

intergenic regions was observed in genome-wide site location experiments [33], which 

reported that 36% of the clusters of Sp1, Myc and p53 binding sites lie within or 

immediately 3' to well-characterized genes. Authors of [33] assumed that in these cases, 

non-coding RNA transcription may be initiated. 

Recent studies of the mouse genome [31] demonstrated that a large number of 

ncRNA are initiated in the 3' regions of the genes, with specific enrichment at the 3' 

terminus of the final exon. There are published reports which show that sometimes long 

ncRNA are synthesized to open large chromatin segments for subsequent transcription 

initiation [45] [46]. On the other hand a substantial number of these ncRNAs are 

complementary to known genes as anti-sense strands, which has led to the suggestion of 

an additional mechanism of gene silencing by natural antisense interference [47]. The 

authors of [47] also observed that sense-antisense pairing was almost universally 

associated with candidate imprinted loci. As genetic imprinting is frequently associated 

with an altered methylation status of CpG islands [48] [49], CGIs located in 3' gene 

regions [23] [47] or intragenic CGIs [21] [22] may play an important role in this process 

by regulation of gene expression via inducing antisense-based gene interference.  

 

Conclusions 

Abundant non-coding transcripts discovered recently in all parts of a genome allow 

suggesting that there should be regulatory regions associated with transcription initiation 

of such RNA types. This agrees with a large number of CGIs not associated with 
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transcription start site of any known protein coding gene. Here we demonstrate that many 

of such CGIs appear to be related to transcription initiation and at least some of them 

contain CpG pairs stabilized by natural selection.  Expression of RNA controlled by 

promoters overlapping with these CGIs seems to be regulated by the same transcription 

factors as expression of protein coding genes, therefore these RNA molecules seem to be 

involved into the regulatory cascades and cellular processes possibly as non-coding RNA 

of some function. Additional studies, both experimental and in silico are needed to verify 

this hypothesis. 

 

Methods 

We used a MySQL database and a set of Perl and Ruby scripts as analysis tools. The 

source code of the scripts, test sequence sets, and lists of genes under putative regulation 

by non-5’ CGIs can be found at http://bioinform.genetika.ru/CGI/ 

DNA Sequence and Annotations  

The sequence of the human genome (hg17) and the Knowngene Table were downloaded 

from (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Redundant copies of genes and multiple copies with the 

same name but different locations were removed. Genes with less then 3 exons were also 

excluded. The resulting set amounted to 35,915 entries, derived from an initial 39,368 

entries in the Knowngenes Table. Table Cpgislandext (UCSC) was used as the set of CpG 

islands. We have excluded CGIs with ‘random’ chromosome location, retaining 27,437 

out of 27,801 computationally annotated CGIs. All Knowngenes genes were taken into 
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account when testing if there were any protein coding gene TSS near intergenic or 3’ 

located CGIs. Tables RefSeq genes, Human mRNA, Spliced EST and Human EST (USCS) 

were used to find starts of potentially protein coding and noncoding genes.    

Gene elements definitions  

We compiled 11 sets of gene fragments, defined as follows: (1) 5’-flank regions began 3 

kb upstream from TSS and extended till first found TSS. Overlaps with any transcribed 

sequence were excluded. (2) 5’ UTR-exon regions contained non-translated 5’ exons (or 

exon segments); overlaps with any translated sequences were excluded. (3) 5’ UTR-

intron regions contained introns separating non-translated exons or the last non-

translated and the initial translated exons; overlaps with any translated sequences were 

excluded. (4) Initial coding exons contained entire initial coding exons for all gene or 

exon parts; overlapping exons of different isoforms were merged. (5) Initial introns 

contained introns separating the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 coding exons, overlaps with regions 

included into groups (1-4) were excluded. (6) Internal exons contained all translated 

internal exons, excluding the initial and the final exons of any gene. (7) Internal introns 

contained all introns, but not the initial and the final introns and overlaps with any 

translated sequence. (8) Final exons contained the last translated exons or their parts. (9) 

Final introns contained the introns separating the final exons and the previous ones, 

excluding overlaps with any translated sequence. (10) 3’ UTR exons contained 3’ non-

translated exons or their parts, excluding overlaps with any translated sequence. (11) 3’ 

UTR introns contained introns separating the 3’ non-translated exons or the 3’ non-

coding and the final coding exon, excluding overlaps with any translated sequence.  
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Since introns are usually much longer than exons, we also considered 200 bp 

intronic segments flanking the donor and the acceptor splice sites. The resulting regions, 

called “intron terminal regions” are comparable with exons in their length. We used 

200 bp intron regions adjacent to exons as an additional control set to exclude the 

influence of the increased exon GC composition, which can be misinterpreted as CGI 

during computational identification. All genes elements are available in Additional file 2.  

CGI classes 

We considered 4 different classes of CpG islands: (1) 5’ CGIs that overlapped with gene 

elements from groups 1-5 above; (2) intragenic CGIs that overlapped with gene 

elements from groups 6-7; (3) 3’ CGIs that overlapped with gene elements from groups 

8-11 or with a region 3kb downstream of any gene; and (4) intergenic CGIs that were 

located at least 3Kb from any known gene upstream or downstream. All genes, including 

single and double-exon genes were taken into account in this case. If a CGI contained at 

least one bp of a 5’ region of any gene it was considered as a 5’ CGI regardless of how 

many additional regions it overlapped. If a CGI contained at least one bp of a 3’ region of 

any gene, but not overlapped with its 5’ region, it was considered as a 3’ CGI. If a CGI 

contained at least one bp of a known gene, but not overlapped with its 5’ or 3’ region, it 

was considered as an intragenic CGI. A CGI was considered as intergenic if it did not 

belong to any of these classes. Additionally, we used a control set of CG-rich random 

sequences with the length and dinucleotide distribution estimated from each of CGIs 

containing more than 40 CAGE tags. The overall number and length of CGIs of different 

classes are given in Table 3. Since we took a special care to remove putative 5’ CGIs 

from the other classes, the majority of all CGIs fells into 5’ CGI class (Table 3). CGIs of 
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all classes are available in Additional file 3. 

Evaluation of the statistical significance of overlaps between interval sets 

Given two sets of non-overlapping genome intervals (e.g. CGIs and exons) we used 

10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations to compute expected distribution of aggregated overlap 

length. All length distributions were computed independently on each chromosome. 

During simulations intervals of one set corresponded to genome coordinates of elements 

(e.g. CGIs) and the other set contained intervals with lengths corresponding to those of 

the second set of genome elements but located at random positions in the chromosome. 

Each run of simulations was repeated twice with a different “fixed” element set (see 

Figure 1). Program source (Ruby 1.8) and additional details are available in Additional 

file 4. 

Gene segments for substitution rates estimation 

To estimate dN and dS we used the EDAS database [50], which contains 28,530 

alignments of human and mouse genes. For genes with several isoforms, the longest 

isoform was taken. Genes with less than three coding exons were excluded. We also 

excluded genes which had less than 70% identity within protein alignment for any coding 

exon. The resulting dataset contained exons from 8,775 genes. Six groups of protein 

coding exon segments were defined: 5’, internal, and 3’ exons, overlapping and non-

overlapping with CGIs. In each of these groups, we selected codons containing a CG 

dinucleotide; if a CG dinucleotide was split between two adjacent codons, both codons 

were taken. A similar procedure was performed for codons containing AG, GA, GC 

dinucleotides. Sequences from each group as well as codons containing CG, AG, GA, GC 
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were concatenated.  

Estimation of substitution rates  

The transitional to transversional substitution rate ratio (R), as well as the numbers of 

synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) and nonsynonymous substitutions per 

nonsynonymous site (dN) were estimated by the Ina method [30]. Unlike maximum 

likelihood methods, this was effective for very long alignments (~3*10
6
 bp), and was fast 

enough to allow bootstrap resampling. We used our own implementation of this method 

(developed in Perl). The 95% confidence intervals for evolutionary parameters were 

calculated using bootstrap percentiles [51]. 2000 bootstrap replications were used. 

Sequences of all groups and scripts used for estimation of substitution rates are available 

in Additional file 5. 

CAGE tags  

The table of CAGE tags mapped on the RepeatMasked hg17 chromosome-build is 

available at  

http://gerg01.gsc.riken.jp/cage/download/hg17prmtr/cage.rep_tag.2005-01-

16.chr_all_gff.tar.gz 

This table contains 1,597,993 entries. We downloaded alignments of CAGE tag 

sequence with the genome region with a minimal identity of 0.88. 

Identification of Sp1 recognition motifs in DNA sequences 

We used a positional weight matrix (PWM) [52] [53] as a model. A PWM for Sp1 was 

constructed by aligning experimental data contained in the TRANSFAC [54] database. 
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Sequences containing binding sites for human Sp1 (mostly footprints), were obtained 

from the TRANSFAC database (July 2007 release), mapped on the human genome, 

extracted with genome flanking sequences, and realigned using the SeSiMCMC Gibbs 

sampler [55] (see Additional file 6 for details). The most frequent sequence length 

between different SeSiMCMC runs was equal to 9 bp and we accepted that all motifs had 

this length. A PWM was constructed from the alignment obtained with SeSiMCMC using 

the formula described in [56]. The resulting alignment included 221 genome sequences 

(see motif logo in Figure 9). 

P-value calculation for Sp1 motif occurrences in sequences 

To evaluate the P-value (i.e. to calculate the statistical significance of the observed 

number of Sp1 sites scoring higher than the fixed threshold in the test sequence) we used 

AhoPro [32]. For a test sequence containing k possibly overlapping PWM hits scoring 

higher than threshold T, the P-value was defined as the probability of observing no less 

than k such (possibly overlapping) hits in the random (i.i.d) sequence with the same 

nucleotide distribution and length as in the tested CGI. 

ChIP-chip data for Sp1 binding 

Experiments in [33] were conducted on the Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Tiling 1.0R 

Array Set. The results were downloaded from 

http://transcriptome.affymetrix.com/publication/tfbs/. Those chips contain unique 25 

base-pair long sequence-tags for human chromosomes 21 and 22. The experiments for 

Sp1 were performed on two biological samples with three technical replicates for each 

chip. We used an modified version of TiMAT [57] to re-analyze the published cel-files. 
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To allow comparison between different experiments the probes of each chip were median 

scaled to a signal value of 500. Additionally quantile-quantile [58] normalization was 

performed over all chips. The signal values from the two biological samples and the 

technical replicates were averaged to obtain one value for each probe. Signal values of 

biological probes of the Sp1 antibody treated and untreated control experiment were 

collected. As it is recommended in [57] mis-match probes (MM) were excluded and only 

perfect-match probes (PM) were considered for further investigation. Our aim was to 

compare the statistical distribution of PM values for tags located far from CGIs with PM 

values for tags overlapping different classes of CGIs as well as to compare signals for 

Sp1 antibody treated samples with those for untreated DNA. 
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CGI: CpG island; TSS: transcription start site; CAGE: cap analysis gene expression; 

ncRNA: non-coding RNA; EST: Expressed sequence tag; PM: Affimetrix perfect match 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1 - The ratio of overlaps of bona fide CGIs and exons (introns) and overlaps 

of randomly positioned intervals with lengths of exon (intron) and CGI sets.  

(1) Exon set is fixed, CGI set is sampled. (2) CGI set is fixed, exon set is sampled. 10,000 

runs of Monte-Carlo simulation. Length distributions are computed independently for 

each chromosome.  

 

Figure 2 - dN 

Non-synonymous substitution rates calculated for various classes of codons overlapping 

and not overlapping with CGIs in different gene regions.   

 

Figure 3 - dS  

Synonymous substitution rates calculated for various classes of codons overlapping and 

not overlapping with CGIs in different gene regions. 

 

Figure 4 - dN/dS 

Synonymous to non-synonymous substitution rates ratio calculated for various classes of 

codons overlapping and not overlapping with CGIs in different gene regions.  
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Figure 5 - Statistical significance of the relative occurrence of Sp1 binding sites 

within different CGI classes and GC-rich shuffled sequences.  

X-axis: theoretical statistical significance (P-value); Y-axis: the overall fraction of 

sequences having a statistical significance less or equal than that at the X-axis. A higher 

statistical significance value reflects more Sp1 sites scoring above the PWM threshold 

within the selected CGI. CGI classes and GC-rich shuffled sequences are defined in 

Methods. 

 

Figure 6 - ChIP-chip assessment of Sp1 binding in CGIs in different genome 

segments. 

Mean and median intensities for Sp1 and input DNA signal for PM tags located in CGIs 

from different genome segments.  

 

Figure 7 - ChIP-chip S/N ratio for Sp1 binding in CGIs in different genome 

segments. 

Input/Sp1 signal ratio for PM tags located in CGIs from different genome segments. 

 

Figure 8 - Interaction between mutation process and selection pressure in exons 

overlapping and non-overlapping with CGIs.  

In coding exons the substitution rate at synonymous sites is approximately 10-fold greater 

than at nonsynonymous sites. The 
m

CpG → TG transition rate is about 10-fold greater 
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than АG -> GG transition rate. CpG islands protect CpG dinucleotides from methylation, 

decreasing the transition rate from CG to TG. CpG dinucleotides in CGIs may be under 

stronger selection than CpG dinucleotides not overlapping within CGIs. 

 

Figure 9 - Sequence logo for identified Sp1 site built using WebLogo [59]. 
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Table 1 – Ratio of bona fide CGIs-exons (introns) overlap and “simulated” overlap 

average 

Bona fide overlap length/Simulated 

overlap average 
Gene region 

"Simulated" CGIs 
"Simulated" 

exons 

3000 bp flank region 14.54 12.6 

exon in 5' UTR  66.46 63.33 

intron in 5' UTR (5' 200 bp) 30.36 26.49 

intron in 5' UTR  2.35 2.2 

intron in 5' UTR (3' 200 bp) 24.08 21.07 

initial coding exon 39.32 35.4 

initial intron in coding area (5' 200 bp) 24.16 21.77 

initial intron in coding area 1.76 1.7 

initial intron in coding area (3' 200 bp) 20.17 18.05 

internal exon 7.15 14.87 

internal intron (5' 200 bp) 1.81 3.25 

internal intron 0.39 0.78 

internal intron (3' 200 bp) 1.55 2.83 

terminal coding exon 13.01 11.75 

terminal intron in coding area (5' 200 bp) 3.51 3.22 

terminal intron in coding area 0.64 0.62 

terminal intron in coding area (3' 200 bp) 3.05 2.77 

exon in 3' UTR  1.93 1.82 

intron in 3' UTR (5' 200 bp) 3.99 3.26 

intron in 3' UTR 0.61 2.25 

intron in 3' UTR (3' 200 bp) 2.8 0.56 

The total length of CGI overlapping with exons and introns in different gene regions 

normalized for the expectation estimated from overlapping of randomly sampled 

intervals. 
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Table 2 -  dN, dS and dN/dS  

Initial exon Internal exon Final exon 
Codon type 

dN dS dN/dS dN dS dN/dS dN dS dN/dS 

CG containing codons in CGI 0.131 0.512 0.257 0.097 0.910 0.106 0.100 0.800 0.125 

CG containing codons out of CGI 0.136 0.987 0.138 0.093 1.510 0.061 0.114 1.273 0.090 

AG containing codons in CGI 0.146 0.485 0.302 0.101 0.644 0.157 0.109 0.599 0.181 

AG containing codons out of CGI 0.134 0.508 0.264 0.087 0.535 0.164 0.112 0.533 0.210 

GC containing codons in CGI 0.130 0.381 0.342 0.098 0.534 0.183 0.101 0.503 0.201 

GC containing codons out of CGI 0.145 0.488 0.297 0.095 0.526 0.180 0.122 0.519 0.235 

GA containing codons in CGI 0.120 0.381 0.314 0.084 0.531 0.159 0.091 0.463 0.197 

GA containing codons out of CGI 0.114 0.450 0.252 0.075 0.489 0.154 0.096 0.479 0.200 

All codons in CGIs 0.097 0.344 0.282 0.073 0.468 0.157 0.074 0.443 0.167 

All codons out of CGIs 0.099 0.389 0.254 0.063 0.407 0.155 0.083 0.404 0.205 

Rates were calculated separately for various gene elements and various classes of codons. 
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Table 3 – CAGE tags in different CGIs classes 

CGI class 5prim intragenic 3prim intergenic total 

#CGIs 15686 3095 1808 6848 27437 

Fraction of CGIs, % 57.17 11.28 6.59 24.96 100 

Total length of CGIs 13853661 1483283 1124521 4482821 20944286 

Average  GC-content, 

% 
66.66 65.8 66.53 66.39 66.08 

#CGIs with CAGE-

tags 
13361 1327 1005 3509 19202 

Total length of CGIs 

with CAGE-tags 
12756213 784565 780040 2925761 17246579 

Fraction of total 

length of CGIs with 

CAGE-tags in class, 

% 

92.08 52.89 69.37 65.27 82.35 

Total CAGE-tags in 

CGI class 
698369 7300 6520 52377 764566 

Fraction of CAGE-

tags in CGI class, % 
43.7 0.46 0.41 3.28 47.85 

CGIs with at least 

one CAGE-tag, % 
85.18 42.88 55.59 51.24 69.99 

Average CAGE-tags 

per CGI 
45 2 4 8 28 

Average CAGE-tags 

per CAGE-containing 

CGI 

52 6 6 15 40 

Density of  CAGE-

tags in CGIs, bp
-1

  
0.0504 0.0049 0.0058 0.0117 0.0365 

Density of CAGE-

tags in CAGE-

containing CGIs, bp
-1

 

0.0547 0.0093 0.0084 0.0179 0.0443 

One CAGE-tag per 

#bp  
20 203 172 86 27 

Relative number of CGIs of different classes; CAGE tag representation and their 

frequency in different CGIs. 
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Table 4 – Statistical significance of Sp1 signal 

Type of the region 

5’ CGIs 
Intragenic 

CGIs 
3’ CGIs 

Intergenic 

CGIs 
Non-CGI DNA 

2.20E-16 4.12E-06 0.03978 0.0005911 0.08426 

P-values of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests performed on signal values from the Sp1 

antibody treated sample and the corresponding control DNA sample within different CGI 

classes.  
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Table 5 - Statistical significance of Sp1/input ratios 

Type of the region 

5’ CGIs 
Intragenic 

CGIs 
3’ CGIs 

Intergenic 

CGIs 
Non-CGI DNA 

X <2.2E-16 2.75E-06 2.08E-05 <2.2E-16 

X X 1.44E-05 <2.2E-16 <2.2E-16 

X X X 3.11E-10 <2.2E-16 

X X X X <2.2E-16 

The comparison of of Sp1/input ratios between different types of CGIs using 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistics.
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Table 6 - Transcript starts in non 5’ CGI 

 Number of CGIs with starts of long transcripts  

Type of 

CGIs 

Unverified 

RefSeq 

genes 

Gene Bank 

mRNA and 

mRNA-like 

RNA 

Spliced and 

unspliced 

ESTs 

No 

transcripts 

found 

Total 

CGIs with more that 40 CAGE-tags per CGI 

3' CGI 14 5 3 0 22 

intragenic 

CGI 
2 18 10 0 30 

CGIs with 20-40 CAGE-tags per CGI 

3' CGI 12 14 11 4 41 

intragenic 

CGI 
1 19 24 0 44 

Number of transcript starts in intragenic and 3’ CGIs having more than 40 CAGE tags per 

a CGI. 
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Additional files  

Additional file 1 – CAGE enriched non 5’ CGI 

Tables contain lists of genes with CAGE-enriched CGIs in 3’ and intragenic regions 

separately. 

 

Additional file 2 – Gene elements 

The archive contains row data used for statistical significance of gene elements and CGIs 

overlap. See Table 1 and Figure 1 in the manuscript.  

 

Additional file 3 – CGI classes 

The archive contains classes of CGIs used for calculation of CAGE tag frequency.  

 

Additional file 4 – Monte Carlo Simulations 

The archive contains Ruby scripts used to evaluate statistical significance of overlapping 

of gene segments and CGIs. Results of simulations with different “fixed” elements (see 

Methods) are also included. 
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Additional file 5 – Comparative genomics 

The archive contains row data and Perl scripts to perform substitution rates calculation.  

 

Additional file 6 - Sp1  

This folder contains the data used for Sp1 binding sites prediction and detailed 

description of the procedure. 
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